Heart-rate-proportional oxygen consumption for constant cardiac work in dog heart.
We studied whether there is an optimal heart rate (HR) that would minimize myocardial oxygen consumption (MVO2) per min for a constant minute cardiac work. We measured minute MVO2 (ml O2/min) of the left ventricle paced at increasing rates (100-200 beats/min) in 10 right-heart-bypassed dogs. In each experiment, cardiac output was kept constant with a constant-flow bypass pump, and mean aortic pressure was also kept constant by inflation or deflation of an intra-aortic balloon. Minute cardiac work was thus kept constant. Minute MVO2 was obtained as the product of mean coronary arteriovenous O2 difference and mean coronary blood flow drained from the collapsed right ventricle. Both left ventricular Emax (contractility index defined as the slope of the left ventricular end-systolic pressure-volume relation) and PVA (pressure-volume area as a measure of total mechanical energy of contraction) were obtained by an abrupt aortic occlusion method. The obtained-minute MVO2-HR relationship showed a good linear positive correlation (r = 0.824-0.995) in every heart. We accounted for this relationship by the changes in PVA and Emax that we had proposed as primary determinants of MVO2. We conclude that minute MVO2 for a constant minute cardiac work increased monotonically with increases in HR from 100 to 200 beats/min, being minimum at the lowest HR, and that this relation was ascribable to the HR-proportional increase in the MVO2 component for the excitation-contraction coupling.